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The Characteristics of an Elder-Shepherd (2) 

 

Introduction: 

1. We are going to continue in our study of the Characteristics of an Elder-Shepherd 

2. Last week we discussed; desire, “Christ-like Qualities”, and some Specific Qualities for an elder-shepherd 

3. This week we are going to continue in more the elder-shepherds Christ like qualities and one more Specific 

Quality 

Discussion: 

I. Christ-Like Qualities 

 A. Not addicted to Wine- un paraoinos- para (beside, near, addicted) oinos (wine). 

  1. Oinos- is the generic word for grape derived beverages. It was used for both fresh squeezed  

  grapes (Isaiah 16:10 LXX) and intoxicated drink (Eph 5:18). 

  2. “The juice of the grape begins the gradual process of fermentation within a few hours of the  

  puncture of the grape skin. Though there were ways of substantially preserving grape juice all  

  yearlong (Emmet Russel, 895), grapes in bulk quantity were scarcely available to the masses  

  for preservation (Wayne Jackson, 97)” 

  3. “The common “wine” was lightly fermented juice that was considerably diluted with water  

  before consumption. What is important to understand is that the wine of antiquity was quite  

  different from modern times” (Jackson) It was not fortified with extra alcohol like today’s wine.  

  People drank “wine” literally slightly fermented grape juice that has been watered down. 

  4. The reason elder-shepherds were not to “sit long” at this wine was because overtime if one  

  continues to consume it, it would lead to intoxication. R. L. Harris notes: “All wine was light  

  wine, i.e., not fortified with extra alcohol. Concentrated alcohol was only known in the Middle 

  Ages when the Arabs invented distillation (‘alcohol’ is an Arabic word) so what is now called  

  liquor or strong drink (i.e whiskey, gin, etc.) and the twenty percent wines were unknown in  

  Bible times.” He continues by saying: “The strength of natural wine is limited by two factors.  

  The percentage of alcohol will be half of the percentage of sugar in the juice. And if the   

  alcoholic content is much above 10 or 11 percent, the yeast cells are killed and the   

  fermentation ceases” 

 B. Not Pugnacious Plektes- bruiser, quarrelsome person 

  1. 2 Timothy 2:24-26 

 C. Gentle Epieikēs- gentle, suitable 

  1. Phil 4:5; James 3:17 

 D. Peaceable Amachos- not contentious, abstaining from fighting 

  1. Titus 3:2 

 E. Free from the love of Money Aphilargyros 

  1. Hebrews 13:5 

II. Manages His own house 

 A. Proïstēmi- to care for, to give attention, to set over, to preside over, protector or guardian 

  1. Can we see how useful it would be for a shepherd to know how to shepherd his own house 

  2. household (oikos)- all the persons forming one family, a household, those who are under you 

 B. Keeping his children under control 

  1. The parallel passage is Titus 1:6. “Children who believe” or who are faithful to their father. 

  2. IT is a result of how the father managed the household. 

  3. The emphasis is verse 5. If he cannot manage a household and keep them under control, how  

  well will he handle the sheep? It goes into his experience. 

  4. Philippians 2:12; Joshua 24:15;  

Conclusion: 

1. The Shepherd in every area of his life is going to demonstrate the qualities of Christ the Chief Shepherd 

2. We as the sheep need to take into consideration that they are not Christ, but they are striving to be 

3. Jesus, gave His life for the church, these are serious matters to be praying for everyday of our lives 


